
the dominant force associated with the mo-

tion of such screw dislocations (19). At the

onset of dislocation growth, we estimated the

magnitude of each of the forces to be on the

order of 100 f N. The length of a dislocation

as a function of time can be calculated from

the force balance, F
PK

0 F
l
þ F

d
(23). As the

dislocation grows and accommodates an

increasing portion of the misfit strain, the

elastic force driving the expansion decreases.

Thus, the force balance predicts that L 0
L

inf
E1 – exp(–t/I)^, where L

inf
is the final

dislocation length and I is a constant, pro-

portional to the ratio of the viscosity of the

solvent to the elastic modulus.

To test this prediction, we scaled the

entire data set and plotted L/L
inf

versus t/I

(Fig. 4C). The data are in excellent agree-

ment with the theoretical prediction. As a final

check, we used the average value of I, which

we determined to be 130 (T40) s, to estimate

the elastic modulus of the colloidal crystal

(23). This estimate yields a value of 0.3 Pa,

in reasonable agreement with theoretical

estimates that predict a value on the order

of 1 Pa (7). This is one of the only techniques

available for directly determining the elastic

modulus of thin colloidal crystal films.

The combination of imaging techniques

presented and the close similarity of disloca-

tions in colloidal and atomic crystals lays the

groundwork for investigating further impor-

tant phenomena that cannot be directly studied

on the atomic scale, such as the nucleation and

interaction of dislocations in very constrained

systems. The remarkable and unexpected

correspondence between continuum model

predictions and the phenomena we observe

on the scale of just a few lattice constants

suggests that continuum models may also be

applied to describe dislocation behavior even

in highly constrained structures, such as those

being made as nanoscale science pushes to

ever smaller devices. Finally, the effects of the

vanishing stacking fault energy and the

pressure head on dislocations in colloidal

crystals highlight some of the unique features

of this class of condensed matter.
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Ice Flow Direction Change in
Interior West Antarctica
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Upstream of Byrd Station (West Antarctica), ice-penetrating radar data reveal
a distinctive fold structure within the ice, in which isochronous layers are
unusually deep. The fold has an axis more than 50 kilometers long, which is
aligned up to 45- to the ice flow direction. Although explanations for the
fold’s formation under the present flow are problematic, it can be explained if
flow was parallel to the fold axis È1500 years ago. This flow change may be
associated with ice stream alterations nearer the margin. If this is true, central
West Antarctica may respond to future alterations more than previously
thought.

Ice-penetrating radar provides information

on ice thickness, subglacial morphology, and

internal layering, caused by electromagnetic-

wave reflections from dielectric contrasts

(such as high-acidity horizons formed from

the aerosol product of volcanic events

contained within ancient snow). Internal

layers are believed to be isochronous, as
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they obey the rules of stratigraphy (1). They

are often traceable continuously over several

hundred kilometers. In slow-flowing regions

of ice sheets, internal layers commonly drape

over topography (i.e., their vertical position

relates to bed relief). In ice streams and their

tributaries, however, internal layers may

deform in a manner unrelated to bed topog-

raphy (2, 3). In one location upstream of

the tributaries of Ice Stream D in West

Antarctica (Fig. 1), the internal layer pattern

differs markedly from the bed topography.

Along the present ice flow line, internal

layers drop in elevation by up to 800 m (over

horizontal distances of È5 km) without

substantial variation in bed morphology

(Fig. 2A), and then return to their approx-

imate original elevation downstream. This

highly unusual internal layer fold is observed

in several radar transects, and the axis of

the fold is aligned roughly linearly (XY in

Fig. 1). At Y, the alignment is at È45- to

the current flow direction, whereas ice flows

roughly parallel to the axis at X (Fig. 1). In-

ternal layers are easily traceable in the radar

data, allowing the internal layer depths to be

determined along XY. This longitudinal sec-

tion shows the steady internal layer con-

vergence to the bed from X to Y, in contrast

to the short-wavelength, high-amplitude fold

in the cross direction AA¶ and BB¶ (Fig. 2),

which also demonstrates how the fold

amplitude increases from X to Y (fig. S1).

Under the present glaciological setting,

six processes that may distort internal layers

within a grounded ice sheet can be ruled out

as explanations for the fold. First, basal

topography is relatively subdued upstream

of the layer distortion and so, under the

present glaciological regime, there is little

ice flow around subglacial obstacles. Sec-

ond, strain rate variations in the ice can

cause internal layer distortions known as

Raymond bumps (4). These occur at the ice

sheet divide, require a frozen bed (5), and

increase in size with depth quadratically.

Raymond bumps differ from the measured

layers, which are located È180 km from the

ice divide and increase in size linearly with

ice depth (fig. S1). Moreover, as we discuss

later, the radar data show evidence of warm

subglacial conditions. Third, changes to the

surface accumulation rate can cause internal

layer distortions where there is an alteration

to the ice sheet surface slope (6). There is,

however, no noticeable surface-slope varia-

tion around the measured layers (7), and

furthermore, the slope of the fold_s axial

plane (dipping upstream, Fig. 3A and fig.

S1) is the opposite of what would be

expected from a nonuniform but stationary

pattern of surface accumulation. Fourth,

interferometric synthetic aperture radar

(InSAR) data (8, 9) reveal little ice sheet

convergence or divergence over the fold,

thus ruling out converging or diverging ice

flow as an explanation. Fifth, isochrones

may dip toward the ice base across the

transition between regions of no-sliding and

sliding and toward the ice surface across a

transition from sliding to no-sliding (10).

Although the structure at BB¶ could be

accounted for under this mechanism, the

fold_s amplitude is so great at AA¶ that it

could not have formed without substantial

acceleration (and then deceleration) to the

ice flow. InSAR data show no such velocity

anomaly around AA¶, so it appears unlikely

that ice flow over no-sliding/sliding/no-

sliding zones could have formed the fold at

this location. Sixth, the convergence of

internal layers with the ice base can be

assigned to enhanced geothermal heating

and the resulting basal melting of ice (11).

We calculate that the convergence of the
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internal layers with the ice base would

require melt rates of up to 6 cm yearj1.

Such melt rates are an order of magnitude

greater than those calculated for the Siple

Coast region through consideration of ice

flow and heat transfer (12). Although we can

use basal melting to explain how isochrones

can be drawn down to greater depths, it can-

not explain how the layers appear at much

higher elevations immediately downstream.

The presence of subglacial water (the

product of basal melting) is supported,

however, by the relative strengths of bed

echoes. Internal layer convergence with the

bed is associated with bed returns as strong

as one would expect from an ice-water

interface (Fig. 2A). In point of fact, near

the ice divide, radar data reveal a small

subglacial lake (13), the surface of which has

an echo strength similar to that beneath the

internal layer fold. Subglacial melting can-

not, therefore, be ruled out as a process con-

tributing to the shape of the internal layers.

As there is no apparent explanation for

the fold under the current glaciological

setting, explanations involving an alternative

(former) glaciological setting are examined.

The rationale for this is as follows. First, the

current ice sheet configuration in West

Antarctica is thought to have been achieved

È6000 years ago, after a prolonged period

during which the grounded margin was

positioned near the present ice shelf terminus

(14–16). Hence, the flow pattern around

Byrd Station may have been different 6000

years ago. Second, investigations of Ice

Stream C have shown that internal layer

structures (similar to those in Fig. 2) within

regions of enhanced ice flow can be traced

along the line of ice flow (3). Because of ice

sheet convergence, the layer structures com-

press laterally down the flowline. As the fold

upstream of Byrd Station appears similar to

the structures observed in Ice Stream C (i.e.,

a traceable englacial structure with extended

fold axes and no apparent link to bed

perturbation), we propose that the fold axis

is a paleoflow line (Fig. 1) (translated only

partially by subsequent sliding, as discussed

later). This rationale reopens the possibility

of two explanations discounted previously:

(i) ice flow around subglacial topography,

and (ii) processes acting on the ice as it

flows from X to Y (Fig. 1).

The most obvious subglacial feature that

may be responsible for the internal layer

distortion is Mount Resnik, a huge subglacial

mountain located 30 km from X (Fig. 1).

However, the fold axis, XY, points to ice

flow originating well upstream of Mount

Resnik, making the mountain an unlikely

source for the fold. Elsewhere, subglacial

topography is subdued. The only remaining

explanations involve englacial processes act-

ing on the ice as it flows along the fold axis.

We propose that, when the flow was

parallel to the axis, the fold may have been

developed by a combination of basal melting

and, because the fold increases in intensity

from X to Y (fig. S1), sideways compression

in a manner similar to that demonstrated for

internal layers in Ice Stream C (3). We

propose further that the formation of the

fold was at, or upstream of, the fold in BB¶

and due to flow across a no-sliding/sliding

transition (10) (fig. S2). For this explanation

to be correct, enhanced (ice stream tributary)

flow must have occurred between X and Y.

Such flow may require a wet ice base (to

Fig. 2. (A) Radar data
upstream of the Byrd
ice core along AA¶
(located in Fig. 1).
These radar data
were collected by
members of the
Scott Polar Research
Institute (Cambridge,
UK) in 1974 to 1975,
using a frequency of
60 MHz and a pulse
width of 250 ns.
Radar reflections off
the various buildings
of Byrd Station are
seen as surface hy-
perbolas. Layers have
been dated at their intersection with the ice core site at Byrd Station
(22). ka, thousand years ago. (B) Radar data along BB¶ (located in Fig. 1).
These data were collected by the US-ITASE program in 2001, using a
frequency of 3 MHz (23). The deepest layer (highlighted in red) is an

unusually bright internal layer between ice depths of 1250 and 1750 m,
which has an age of 17,000 years (22). The intersection of the radar
transect with XY is where the internal layer fold is at its deepest (i.e.,
the trough minima).
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allow basal sliding), which is consistent with

the observation that there may be subglacial

water directly beneath the fold axis.

Regardless of the actual mechanism

responsible for the fold, it most probably

formed before the establishment of the

modern ice flow regime (15, 16). At posi-

tion X (Fig. 1), the inferred ice flow path

(the fold axis) is close to the present-day ice

flow vector and the fold is aligned vertically

(Fig. 2B). Conversely, the fold axis across

AA¶ is aligned È40- to the present flow

vector, and the fold_s axial plane is at a

substantial angle to the vertical (increasing

downstream to a maximum of 45-, dipping

away from the direction of present ice flow)

(Fig. 3 and fig. S1). We propose that when

ice flowed parallel to the fold axis, the axial

plane would have been vertical (as it is at

X). Subsequently, under the present flow

regime, the fold may be reworked by ice

deformation acting to tilt the axial plane and

basal sliding, which may Btranslate[ the axis

laterally. As the fold axis is straight, we

contend that subglacial sliding is presently a

minor component of ice flow. Ice deforma-

tion at 3 m yearj1, acting for 1000 years,

would be sufficient to tilt the axial plane at

X by È45- (fig. S1). Timing of this order

makes it possible that the change from

paleo- to modern flow regimes is associated

with measured alterations to ice streams C

and D that occurred È1500 years ago (17).

Currently, ice flows across much of the

fold axis toward the southern tributary of Ice

Stream D. Under the former ice flow regime,

the direction of ice flow would have been

toward the northern tributary of the same ice

stream. Although evidence for ice flow

change at the ice sheet margin has been

observed on several occasions (18, 19), this

represents evidence of a major shift in the

flow direction at the center of an ice sheet.

The driver of this change could be associated

with activation of the southern tributary of

Ice Stream D a few thousand years ago. This

activation may be related to the relaxation of

the ice sheet from its pre-Holocene config-

uration that has been hypothesized from

numerical modeling (20) or to changes to

the internal ice sheet dynamics. In either case,

the evidence for past flow change shows that

interior regions of ice sheets may be affected

by ice flow conditions downstream.
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Fractionation of the
Platinum-Group Elements

During Mantle Melting
Conny Bockrath,* Chris Ballhaus, Astrid Holzheid

Experiments in sulfide-silicate systems demonstrate that two sulfide phases
are stable in the asthenospheric upper mantle: a crystalline osmium-iridium-
ruthenium–enriched monosulfide and a rhodium-platinum-palladium–
enriched sulfide melt. During silicate melt segregation, monosulfide stays in
the solid residue, dominating the noble metal spectrum of residual mantle.
The sulfide melt is entrained as immiscible droplets in the segregating silicate
melt, defining the noble metal inventory of the basaltic component.

When primitive mantle, chondritic with re-

spect to the platinum-group elements (PGEs)

(1), undergoes partial melting, the noble met-

als become fractionated. Os, Ir, and Ru are

retained in the mantle residue, whereas Re,

Pt, and Pd are sequestered to the basaltic melt

(2). There is consensus that sulfide plays a

major role in the fractionation process (3, 4)

because the PGEs of the mantle reside to a

large extent in sulfide (5). But how fraction-

ation is possible in the presence of sulfide, or

whether sulfide must be eliminated to release

any PGEs to the silicate melt (6), are un-

resolved issues. We present evidence that the

cycling of PGEs into silicate melt is con-

trolled by physical parameters. The key

observation is that molten sulfide behaves

physically incompatibly during silicate melt

segregation.

Our experiments used as starting composi-

tion (Fe,Ni,Cu)
1–x

S monosulfide synthesized

from metal powders and S in evacuated SiO
2

glass tubes at 900-C (7). The composition

was (in atomic %) 35.6 Fe, 11.8 Ni, 0.7 Cu,

and 51.9 S. Ni was calculated assuming that

the sulfide is in equilibrium with upper-

mantle olivine containing 90 mol % for-

sterite and 3000 parts per million (ppm) Ni

(8, 9). Cu was added assuming that 50% of

the Cu in primitive mantle EÈ20 ppm (1)^
resides in sulfide. Metal/S was set to 0.93,

reflecting a sulfide in moderately oxidized

mantle in equilibrium with the fayalite-

magnetite-quartz oxygen buffer. The com-

position was melted between 1040- and

1400-C at 1 atm to 3.5 GPa (10).

Phase equilibria at run conditions may

be deduced from quench textures (Fig. 1)

and from phase compositions (SOM Text).

Subsolidus runs resulted in aggregates of

È80-6m-sized polygonal, homogeneous

monosulfides that tended to disintegrate after

removal from the capsule (Fig. 1A). Experi-

ments with partial sulfide melting, i.e., in the

two-phase field, quenched out two phases,
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